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One of the crucial problems facing current Chinese natural language processing (NLP)

is the ambiguity of word boundaries, which raises many further issues, such as different

word segmentation standards and the prevalence of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words.

We assume that such issues can be better handled if a consistent segmentation level

is created among multiple corpora. In this paper, we propose a simple strategy

to transform two different Chinese word segmentation (CWS) corpora into a new

consistent segmentation level, which enables easy extension of the training data size.

The extended data is verified to be highly consistent by 10-fold cross-validation. In

addition, we use a synthetic word parser to analyze the internal structure information

of the words in the extended training data to convert the data into a more fine-grained

standard. Then we use two-stage Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to perform fine-

grained segmentation and chunk the segments back to the original Peking University

(PKU) or Microsoft Research (MSR) standard. Due to the extension of the training

data and reduction of the OOV rate in the new fine-grained level, the proposed

system achieves state-of-the-art segmentation recall and F-score on the PKU and

MSR corpora.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In Chinese, a sentence is written as continuous characters without distinct word boundaries.

Therefore, Chinese word segmentation (CWS) is commonly treated as the first step in the natural

language processing (NLP) pipeline, before part-of-speech (POS) tagging, parsing, and other

processes. Unfortunately, there is no clear and intuitive notion of ‘word’ in Chinese. A highly

controversial part is that Chinese synthetic words have quite complex structures and can be

represented by several segmentation levels. For example, the Second International Chinese Word

Segmentation Bakeoff 2005 (Bakeoff-2005) provided two annotated simplified Chinese corpora,

i.e., the Peking University (PKU) and Microsoft Research (MSR) corpora. In the MSR corpus,

the synthetic word 中国国家广播电台 (China Radio International) is considered as a single word.

While in the PKU corpus, it appears as four words 中国 (China) / 国家 (International) / 广播
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(Broadcast) / 电台 (Station).

In recent years, Chinese word segmentation has progressed significantly and has achieved

state-of-the-art performance of approximately 96–97 F-score on the Bakeoff-2005 data. However,

some issues remain and we summarize two in the following.

1. Variety of word segmentation standards

Due to the difficulty in defining ‘word’ in Chinese, resources are annotated in compliance

with different ‘rules’ specified by the providers. In Bakeoff-2005, Peking University sup-

plied a very specific 19-page segmentation guideline for the PKU corpus. For instance, one

clause indicates that most community, institution and organization names are synthetic

words that should be segmented. Therefore, the word 北京国安队 is segmented into 北京

(Beijing) / 国安 (Guoan) / 队 (club). On the other hand, according to the MSR corpus

guideline, a named entity such as 北京国安队 is treated as a single word. Ambiguous word

segmentation standards not only make it hard to share current annotated resources, but

also have an adverse impact on downstream Chinese NLP tasks.

2. Low recall of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words

Frequent out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words are a crucial issue that causes low word segmen-

tation accuracy. Li and Zhou (2012) defined those words that are OOVs but consisting of

frequent internal parts, i.e., in-vocabulary (IV) words as pseudo-OOVs and estimated that

more than 60% of OOVs are pseudo-OOVs in five common Chinese corpora. For instance,

the PKU training data does not contain the word 陈列室 (exhibition room), even though

the word 陈列 (exhibit) and 室 (room) appear hundreds of times. Goh, Asahara, and

Matsumoto (2006) also claimed that most OOVs are proper nouns that take the form of

Chinese synthetic words. These studies suggested that analyzing the internal structure of

Chinese synthetic words has the potential to improve the OOV problem.

Both issues can be resolved by finding a suitable segmentation level that is consistent across

multiple corpora and where a part of OOVs are naturally segmented into IV words. Here,

segmentation level is defined as any middle segmentation standard between the most fine-grained

(character) and most coarse-grained standard (original corpora). A consistent level is expected

to be not only more consistent across different corpora, but also more consistent inside each

individual corpus. For instance, as shown in Figure 1, two words 石油天然气集团公司 (Oil and

Gas Corporation) and 天然气 (natural gas) inconsistently exist in Standard 1, because 石油天然

气集团公司 is a named entity that is treated as a single word. In the consistent level, 石油天然气

集团公司 takes a more natural standard 石油 / 天然气 / 集团公司 close to 天然气.

Even in the consistent level, many synthetic words, such as天然气 and集团公司, still exist. A
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Fig. 1 An example of a sentence in several different segmentation level.

synthetic word parser is used to analyze the internal structure of 天然气 (a possible OOV word)

and generate the flat sub-word segmentation 天然 / 气 (natural / gas). Our goal is to create a

strategy to find a consistent level automatically and extend training data using heterogeneous

data. Then, the internal word structure information helps convert the extended data to a finer-

grained level (to reduce OOVs).

In this paper, we propose a pipeline word segmentation system that adapts two different

corpora, i.e., PKU and MSR into one consistent segmentation level and improves segmentation

performance on each individual corpus. In Section 3, we describe two components of the proposed

method. In Section 4.1, we explain how the proposed method maps two different word segmenta-

tion corpora to a consistent segmentation level. We further explain how we achieve finer-grained

segmentation (to reduce OOVs) using synthetic word parsers (Section 4.2), and how we transform

the segments back to the PKU and MSR standards (Section 4.3). In Section 5.3, we compare

the final segmentation results obtained by the proposed system to a baseline and state-of-the-art

systems.

2 RELATED WORK

In recent years, several studies have investigated multiple segmentation levels. Sun (2011)

proposed a sub-word structure that is generated by merging the segmentations provided by dif-

ferent segmenters, i.e., a word-based segmenter, a character-based segmenter and a local character

classifier. However, their model does not truely investigate the sub-word structures of all syn-
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thetic words, but only those cases with disagreements among the three segmenters. Cheng, Duh,

and Matsumoto (2015) presented a method to transform CWS corpora to a fine-grained level by

parsing the words with a synthetic word parser. Although these previous studies demonstrated

positive results on each individual corpus, it is not guaranteed that different corpora can reach

consistent in their segmentation levels.

Another research line is to boost word segmentation involves incorporating heterogeneous

data. Jiang, Huang, and Liu (2009) presented a simple strategy to train a source segmenter

to segment the target corpus. Then the proposed segmenter is trained on the target corpus

including ‘source-style’ predictions as guide-features. Their method is similar to the ideas in

domain adaptation (Daumé III and Marcu 2006; Daume III 2007). Chao, Li, Chen, and Zhang

(2015) proposed a coupled Conditional Random Fields model to exploit multiple heterogeneous

data to improve segmentation performance on Weibo data. Although our proposed pipeline

method contains a similar “source-style” prediction step, the following strategy to find a consistent

segmentation level differs from simply treating predictions as guide-features in their work. Our

work aims to do a more detailed investigation on the conversions between different segmentation

levels. In addition, our idea of a consistent segmentation level is friendly to introduce synthetic

words parsing to boost the segmentation performance further.

Recently, studies that explored the use of the internal structures of words to improve Chinese

processing have shown promising results. Li and Zhou (2012) claimed the importance of word

structures. They proposed a new parsing paradigm, in which the internal structures of words

are identified. Zhang, Zhang, Che, and Liu (2013) manually annotated the internal structures

of 37,382 words, which covers the entire Chinese TreeBank 5 (CTB5). Then, they constructed

a shift-reduce parser with customized actions to jointly perform word segmentation, part-of-

speech tagging, and parsing. Their system significantly outperformed current pipeline methods.

However, these studies relied on prior knowledge of internal structure information, which is

manually annotated. In this work, we employ an automatic parsing mechanism to analyze the

internal structures of words to improve word segmentation performance.

3 COMPONENTS

3.1 CRF-based Word Segmenter

Character-based labeling is a dominant approach for Chinese word segmentation. Xue (2003)

first proposed a method that treated Chinese word segmentation as a character-based sequen-

tial labeling problem and exploited several discriminative learning algorithms. Tseng, Chang,
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Andrew, Jurafsky, and Manning (2005) adopted CRFs as the learning method and obtained the

best results in Bakeoff-2005. Sun and Xu (2011) attempted to extract statistical information

from large unlabeled data to enhance CWS performance. Recently, Liu, Duh, Matsumoto, and

Iwakura (2014) introduced character vector representations as a new cluster-based feature for

a CRF segmenter. These feature types successfully improved current CWS performance. In

this work, we adopt a CRF-based model with state-of-the-art features as a basic segmenter for

our pipeline processes. Note that the basic segmenter can also provide the baseline results for

comparison.

To demonstrate the features easily, we denote a current character ci with a context [...ci−2ci−1ci

ci+1ci+2...]. c[s:e] denotes a character sequence that starts from cs and ends at ce.

• Character context:

character uni-gram: cs(i− 3 < s < i+ 3)

character bi-gram: cscs+1(i− 3 < s < i+ 2)

whether cs and cs+1 are identical, for (i− 2 < s < i+ 2)

whether cs and cs+2 are identical, for (i− 4 < s < i+ 2)

• Dictionary:

The identity of c[s:i](i− 5 < s < i), if it matches a word in a dictionary.

The identity of c[i:e](i < e < i+ 5), if it matches a word in a dictionary.

• Access Variety: Feng, Chen, Deng, and Zheng (2004) first introduced accessor variety

(AV) to identify meaningful Chinese words. The number of distinct occurrences (i.e.,

AV value) of character types before or after a target character is an important statistical

indicator to evaluate how likely word boundaries surround it. The AV value of a character

sequence s is defined as follows (Zhao and Kit 2008).

AV (s) = min{Lav(s), Rav(s)} (1)

f(s) = t, if 2t ≤ AV (s) < 2t+1 (2)

where t is an integer to logarithmize the score. Lav and Rav are the left and right AV

values of a character sequence s, respectively, i.e., the number of its distinct predecessor

and successor characters. f(s) is calculated based on AV(s) and used as features. The

following features are adopted:

The f(s) score of a character sequence c[s:i](i− 5 < s < i)

The f(s) score of a character sequence c[i:e](i < e < i+ 5)

• Character Sequence Vector: (Liu et al. 2014) introduced vector representations of
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character sequences as features. They split a sequence into uni-gram [Ci−2, Ci−1, Ci, Ci+1,

Ci+2], bi-gram [Ci−2Ci−1, Ci−1Ci, CiCi+1, Ci+1Ci+2] and tri-gram [Ci−2Ci−1Ci, Ci−1CiCi+1,

CiCi+1Ci+2, Ci+1Ci+2Ci+3]. We separately train dense vectors on these sequences by us-

ing word2vec. Then, cluster number features are derived by applying a K-mean method

on these vector representations.

uni-gram cluster: cs(i− 3 < s < i+ 3)

bi-gram cluster: cscs+1(i− 3 < s < i+ 2)

tri-gram cluster: cscs+1cs+2(i− 4 < s < i+ 2)

3.2 Synthetic Word Parser

It is generally considered that in Chinese, there is no clear notion of ‘word’. However, for

native Chinese speakers, a word is a lexical entry that represents a complete meaning. Words

can be classified as single-morpheme (i.e., the meaning cannot be decomposed, e.g., “Olympic”

in Figure 2) or synthetic (i.e., the meaning is composed from multiple individual components,

e.g., “Olympic games” in Figure 2). Synthetic words are compositional in the sense that, even

if we have not seen the entire word before, we may be able to infer the meaning from its parts.

Synthetic word parsing is the process of inferring this internal structure. Building a synthetic

word parse tree on character sequences is analogous to building a sentential parse tree on word

sequences.

Intuitively, internal structure information is potentially helpful to transform the current word

segmentation standard to arbitrary levels. Cheng, Duh, and Matsumoto (2014) proposed a

character-based dependency representation to analyze the internal tree structure of words. They

investigated the performance of both transition-based (Yamada and Matsumoto 2003; Nivre

2003) and graph-based (McDonald 2006) parsers. Several feature types extracted from extra

resources are used to enhance parsing results. A representation of the example word 奥林匹克

Fig. 2 Character-based dependency representation of an example word. WB denotes the beginning

character of a single-morpheme word. WI denotes the other parts of a single-morpheme word.

B denotes the branching relation between two words.
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Fig. 3 Internal tree structure of an example word and the flat sub-word segmentation output.

运动会 (Olympic games) is shown in Figure 2. 奥林匹克 with arcs (WB WI WI ) represents

the transliterated word ‘Olympic’. 运动会 (sports competition) is composed of two words 运动

(sports) and 会 (competition). 奥林匹克 and 运动会 take a branching relation between them.

In their subsequent work (Cheng et al. 2015), they used the synthetic word parser to ana-

lyze the internal structures of words in a corpus and transform the corpus into a fine-grained

segmentation level. For instance, an input word 市政府 (municipal government) is parsed into a

tree structure and a flat sub-word segmentation 市/政府 (municipal/government) is the output,

as shown in Figure 3. Their experiments demonstrated an overall improvement, particularly for

OOV recall.

Cheng et al. (2014) released a dictionary of 38,432 synthetic words for which the internal tree

structures are manually annotated (Figure 2). In this work, we train a second-order graph-based

(McDonald 2006; Carreras 2007) synthetic word parser on this data with the same settings as

described in (Cheng et al. 2014). The parser is used to parse the words in a corpus and the

internal trees help construct finer-grained data.

For native Chinese speakers, single character and 2-character words are typically treated as

basic units. In this paper, the synthetic word parser is only used to parse words with length

equal to or greater than 3 characters.

4 METHODS

4.1 Consistent Segmentation Level for PKU and MSR Corpora

In the proposed model, the first step is to find a consistent segmentation level for multiple CWS

corpora. In Figure 4, the raw sentences in the MSR train are segmented by a segmenter trained on

PKU. We refer to the output as PKU-level MSR train. Our strategy finds a new segmentation

level by including word boundaries that appear in either the original MSR annotation or the

PKU-level MSR train (Figure 5). The same process is performed on the PKU side. The new
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Fig. 4 Workflow of the proposed method to find a consistent segmentation level of multiple CWS

corpora. ‘PKU train’ denotes the original annotated PKU training data and ‘MSR train’

denotes the original annotated MSR training data.

Fig. 5 Example of the strategy to find a new consistent segmentation level.

segmentation level maximizes the number of word boundaries based on the annotation standards

of the original corpus and the other corpus, which is expected to be fine-grained compared to the

two original standards. We hypothesize that the new segmentation level MSR and PKU training

data are consistent and can be easily combined into a larger training dataset.

4.2 Finer-grained Conversion using Synthetic Word Parser

As mentioned in Section 3.2, (Cheng et al. 2015) demonstrated that a fine-grained segmen-

tation level improves word segmentation performance due to the morphological information and

low OOV rate. Intuitively, the consistent segmentation level data can be further converted into

a finer-grained level using a synthetic word parser. In this work, we train a graph-based parsing

model on 38,432 synthetic words with annotated internal structures to perform the conversion.
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In this work, the words longer than two characters in the new consistent level data provided by

the previous stage are parsed by the synthetic word parser. With the flat sub-word segmentation

of each word, the consistent level data are converted to a finer-grained level (Figure 6).

4.3 Finer-grained Word Segmentation and Chunking to Original Seg-

mentation Level

After obtaining finer-grained PKU and MSR data, we combine the data into a larger training

dataset. Then, the first-stage CRF-based segmenter predicts the fine-grained output of the test

data. The second-stage CRF-based chunker is used to recover the fine-grained output to the

original segmentation level. The workflow of this step is shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 6 Example of a sentence with the consistent segmentation level converted to a finer-grained level.

Fig. 7 Workflow of the two-stage word segmenter.
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Fig. 8 Chunking tags of an example sentence.

The training data of the chunker is constructed on the fine-grained and original standard

training data. An example of the chunking tags of a sentence is shown in Figure 8. In this

sentence, two words歌剧 (opera) and院 (house) are chunked to the synthetic word歌剧院 (opera

house). 合唱 (chorus) and 团 (group) are chunked to the word 合唱团 (chorus group). Note that

the same features (Section 3.1) of the first-stage segmenter are used in the second-stage chunker

and the basic units of the features for the chunker are words rather than characters.

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Settings

CRFSuite1 is a speed-oriented implementation of CRFs for labeling sequential data. In

this work, CRFSuite with passive-aggressive algorithm is adopted as the basic segmenter in

our pipeline processes. We incorporate the dictionary (NAIST Chinese Dictionary2) and access

variable feature (Chinese Gigaword Second Edition) in the same manner described in (Sun and

Xu 2011). Based on (Liu et al. 2014), we use word2vec3 to train the vector representations of

the unigram, bigram and trigram character sequences of Chinese Gigaword Second Edition. The

cluster-based results with K=100 are treated as the features for the segmenter. The segmenter

also provides the baseline results for comparison.

Cheng et al. (2015) built a 38,423 words dictionary with annotated internal structures. In this

work, our synthetic word parser is trained on this data and includes the dictionary (NAIST Chi-

nese Dictionary), access variable and Brown clustering features extracted from a large unlabeled

corpus (Chinese Gigaword Second Edition4) as described in (Cheng et al. 2014).

In this paper, OOVs are defined as words not seen in the training set; thus, even if a word is

in the NAIST dictionary, it could be OOV with respect to the training set. In PKU, there are

2,404 OOVs and among them 1,097 are seen in the dictionary. In MSR, there are 1,960 OOVs

and 259 are seen in the dictionary.

1 http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
2 http://cl.naist.jp/index.php?%B8%F8%B3%AB%A5%EA%A5%BD%A1%BC%A5%B9%2FNCD
3 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec
4 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2005T14
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5.2 Consistency of New Segmentation Level

An important hypothesis of this work is that the process described in Section 4.1 on two

different corpora may reach a new consistent segmentation level. To prove this, we first com-

bine the consistent level PKU and MSR training data into a single extended dataset. Then we

randomly shuffle the order of the sentences and divide the data into 10 equal pieces. We use

the basic CRF-based segmenter trained on 90% data do segmentation on the other 10% (10-fold

cross-validation). The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the character length distribution of the words in PKU, MSR, and the extended

data. Since the synthetic word parser is performed on the words with three or more characters, we

just ignore the 1-char and 2-char words (generally considered as the smallest units in Chinese) in

this table. MSR is obviously coarse standard data compared to PKU with higher rates for nearly

all character lengths. Particularly, words with seven or more characters account for approximately

11.6% of all word types in MSR, while the rates of the other two corpora are only 1.6% and 2%.

The extended data have the most fine-grained level among the three corpora.

5.3 Main Results

Table 3 summarizes the main segmentation results obtained by the proposed methods. Here,

we specify two different settings Proposed-1 and Proposed-2 for our model. In the first setting,

the system simply uses the consistent level extended training data (Section 4.1) to train the first-

stage segmenter (the synthetic word parser process is omitted). Proposed-1 helps us estimate

the benefit of larger extended training data (including heterogeneous data). In the second setting,

the extended training data are converted to a finer-grained standard by synthetic word parsing.

Table 1 10-fold cross-validation results on new extended data.

Precision Recall F-score Roov

10-fold cross-validation 98.25 98.03 98.14 70.21

Table 2 Character length distribution of words in PKU and MSR corpora.

Corpus
3-char 4-char 5-char 6-char longer

Count Rate Count Rate Count Rate Count Rate Count Rate

PKU 11,320 20.5% 6,812 12.3% 1,746 3.2% 611 1.1% 887 1.6%

MSR 17,081 19.4% 12,545 14.2% 6,879 7.8% 5,103 5.8% 10,195 11.6%

Extended 13,706 17.90% 9,053 11.8% 3,689 4.8% 1,465 1.9% 1,536 2%

‘Count’ denotes the number of the word types with specific character length; ‘Rate’ denotes the number

of word types with specific character length against the total word types in the corpus.
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Table 3 Comparison between state-of-the-art Chinese word segmentation results and our system on

PKU and MSR corpora.

System
PKU MSR

Precision Recall F-score Roov Precision Recall F-score Roov

Baseline 96.34 95.69 96.01 81.87 97.13 97.35 97.24 72.5

Sub-word Information

+ bpe (10 K) 96.21 95.37 95.79 81.58 97.08 97.36 97.22 72.61

+ bpe (20 K) 96.21 95.55 95.88 81.33 97.12 *97.45 97.28 72.43

+ bpe (30 K) 96.28 95.76 96.02 81.17 97.12 *97.47 97.29 72.32

+ bpe (40 K) 96.30 95.81 96.05 81.13 97.13 *97.51 97.32 72.47

+ bpe (50 K) 96.30 95.81 96.05 81.13 97.10 *97.48 97.29 72.12

+ leftmost 96.43 *95.87 *96.15 *83.43 *97.24 *97.45 *97.34 *73.89

+ synthetic words *96.45 *95.92 *96.19 *83.57 *97.28 *97.46 *97.36 *74.03

Heterogeneous Data

Jiang et al. (2009) *96.57 *95.96 *96.26 *82.38 97.16 97.33 97.25 *73.5

Proposed-1 96.26 *96.18 *96.22 *82.2 97.03 *97.46 97.23 *73.25

Heterogeneous + Sub-word

Proposed-2 96.36 *96.27 *96.31 *83.07 97.21 *97.52 *97.36 *73.38

Proposed-1 can be directly compared to (Jiang et al. 2009) because they use the same baseline segmentater

and heterogeneous data. Proposed-2 finally combines heterogenous data and synthetic word parsing. *

denotes significance at p < 0.05, compared to the baseline.

The improvement of Proposed-2 compared to Proposed-1 indicates the benefit of including

the internal structure information of words.

Since analyzing the internal structure information of words is a general component in our

pipeline framework, the synthetic word parser can be flexibly alternated by other sub-word anal-

ysis algorithms. In the ‘Sub-word Information’ parts, we first investigate the benefits provided

by three different sub-word segmentation analyzers. In Table 3, ‘synthetic words’ denotes the

segmentation system (Cheng et al. 2015) based on the baseline segmenter with all the words

in the training data transformed into sub-word segmentation by a synthetic word parser, ‘bpe’

denotes the system with sub-word segmentation predicted by byte-pair encoding5 (Sennrich,

Haddow, and Birch 2016) with different vocabulary settings, and ‘leftmost’ denotes the system

with sub-word segmentation predicted heuristically by a leftmost dictionary match (using the

NAIST Chinese Dictionary). ‘synthetic words’, and ‘leftmost’ demonstrates improvements on

both PKU and MSR, and our synthetic word parser achieves the most overall gains, particularly

in OOV Recall.

The results of ‘bpe’ are not stable. ‘bpe’ does not show drop on MSR when the vocabulary size

5 https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
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is 10 K; compared to the very low performance on PKU. As vocabulary size increases from 10 K

to 50 K, the recall of ‘bpe’ increases. However, OOV recall is dropping continuously. When the

vocabulary is 40 K, ‘bpe’ obtains the highest F-score, which is slightly better than the baseline.

Although ‘leftmost’ obtains F-score and OOV recall that are close to ‘synthetic words’, we find

some issues such as 1) 总 / 司令 (chief/commander) is incorrectly split into 总司 (Japanese given

name) /令 (command). 2) the inconsistency of太仓 /县 (Taicang/county) and宣汉县 (Xuanhan

county) caused by the absence of 宣汉 in the dictionary. Moreover, the synthetic words parser is

designed to predict real tree structure rather than such flat sub-word segmentation.

Although Jiang et al. (2009) obtains the highest F-score improvement +0.8 on Chinese Tree-

Bank 5.0 (CTB5) (guided by People’s Daily), the results of re-implementation obtained on PKU

and MSR are surprisingly lower. This can be attributed to two points: 1) the difference in the

segmentation standards between PKU and MSR is large (as shown in Table 2), which brings a

big barrier to benefit each other. 2) the large difference in the sizes of the two corpora (19 K

and 87 K sentences). It is difficult for a large corpus to obtain improvements considering the

additional loss in the pipeline processing.

Both Jiang et al. (2009) and Chao et al. (2015) intended to improve word segmentation

performance on a small data with large heterogeneous data. As Chao et al. (2015) showed in

the paper, their coupled CRF obtains an F-score improvement of +0.5 on Chinese TreeBank

7.0 (CTB7, 50 K) with the help of PD (280 K) while the guide-feature method obtains an

improvement of +0.34. In our experiments, we also investigate another case, i.e., a large corpus

(MSR, 87 K) guided by a small corpus (PKU, 19 K). Jiang’s method obtains an improvement of

+0.21 on PKU (guided by MSR) and +0.02 on MSR (guided by PKU), while Proposed-1 shows

slightly lower F-scores. The results of the Jiang’s method and Proposed-1 on MSR suggest that

the large corpus can hardly obtain an obvious improvement guided by a small corpus, considering

the additional loss from different segmentation standards and chunking. However, our consistent

level data are friendly to incorporate synthetic word parsing to further boost performance.

Parsing synthetic words (Proposed-2) contributes an additional +0.1 F-score on both PKU

and MSR, based on Proposed-1 (with only heterogeneous data). Proposed-2 finally obtains

+0.3 on PKU and +0.12 on MSR, compared to the baseline, which outperforms (Jiang et al.

2009) and Proposed-1.

5.4 Analysis

Although we decompose words into the consistent level standard (similar to the PKU standard

shown in Table 2), many synthetic words still exist in this data. Synthetic word parsing helps
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analyze the internal information of these words, which provides major improvement compared to

Proposed-1 and (Jiang et al. 2009). We manually detect some difference between the results

of Proposed-1 and Proposed-2. OOV words such as 紫团 / 山 (Zituan/mountain) and 二 /

进制 (binary/numeral system) are correctly identified with the help of the internal information

of words because other mountain names and 十 / 进制 (decimal/numeral system) exist in the

training data. The internal information of synthetic words also helps identify IV words such as

数学 / 家 (mathematic/ian), 有钱 / 人 (rich/people), because they get more consistency with

other words like 教育 / 家 (educat/or). We also observed that some polysemous characters result

in ambiguous errors. For instance, 非 can be a prefix ‘non-’ in 非 / 军事 (non-/military) or an

auxiliary verb ‘must’.

5.5 Performance of Synthetic Word Parser

The synthetic word parser is an important component that determines the quality of the

conversion from the consistent segmentation level to a finer-grained standard. To evaluate the

performance of the parser, we conduct 10-fold cross-validation on all 38 K synthetic words,

as shown in Figure 9. As the size of the training data increases, the parser obtains gains on

character-level labeled accuracy (LA). It finally achieves 96.24% LA (Figure 9a) trained on the

entire data. Figures 9b and 9c show the character-level LA and labeled complete correction

(LCC) performance against character length of words. As the character length of words increases,

the performance of the model consistently drops. For the words with 7-character or more, the

LCC of the parser has dropped to 61.76%. However, considering the low rate of the words

with character length equal to 6 or longer in the extended data (Table 2), our parser provides

reasonable performance when generating finer-grained data.

Fig. 9 Character-level performance of the synthetic word parser (10-fold cross-validation). In (b) and

(c), ‘Character length of words’ equal to 7 means equal to 7 or greater.
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Fig. 10 Word segmentation F-score against the training data size of the synthetic word parser

Figure 10 shows the word segmentation F-score of ‘Baseline + synthetic word parsing’ when

the synthetic word parser is trained with different amounts of training data. As the amount of

training data increases, the system continuously improves on both corpora. As a relatively fine-

grained corpus compared to MSR, PKU quickly achieves high performance, which suggests that

the parser gets high parsing accuracy on short words (3-char, 4-char words) with a small amount

of the training data. The system starts from a very low F-score on MSR with 5 K data. More

training data are required to reach reasonable parsing accuracy when processing longer words in

MSR. With all 38 K data, the system obtains the highest F-scores on both corpora.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a method to find a new consistent segmentation level across

two different corpora. This consistent level makes it possible for multiple corpora to be extended

easily. Using a synthetic word parser, we converted the consistent level extended data to a finer-

grained level, in which our first-stage segmenter is expected to provide more accurate prediction

of both IV and OOV words. Although the second-stage chunking brings an additional loss, the

proposed system achieves state-of-the-art recall and F-score results on both PKU and MSR.

We also perform additional investigations of the benefits of three different sub-word analysis

algorithms: synthetic word parsing, byte-pair encoding and leftmost dictionary match. A further

idea for improvement is that part-of-speech information may offer important clues for the second-

stage chunking prediction.
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